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Many thanks for the contributions to this edition and my apologies for it coming out so
late.
This is my last edition as Rough Running News editor. I’ve enjoyed doing it but feel
that 2 years is enough – after that its possible I’d get stale. And work pressures are
high right now. So with a little reluctance, I’ll be stepping down at the AGM on 4th
October. I’ll be glad to mentor my successor into the ways I did it – but of course she
or he will almost certainly have other, better ideas!
Thanks.

Andy Fagg

andyfagg@tantraweb.co.uk
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FACEBOOK CORNER
A COMPILATION OF NEWS, INFORMATION AND REPORTS
DO YOU LOOK AT THE TACH PAGE OFTEN?
Alex Foster
The Ridgeway Ultra – A mere 85 miles!
ON 23 AUGUST: Will not be running this evening as I'm resting my legs in
preparation for representing TACH in the 85 mile Ridgeway challenge on Saturday. It
goes through the night, so while are having a relaxing beer on Saturday night I want
you to send out good thoughts to help me on my way :)
ON 27 AUGUST: First, thank you for your words of good luck and encouragement.
Well I finished, I have a nice swollen left foot and a blister on my right foot as a
reward :) 20h5m Total time for the 85 miles. I ended up running with this guy called
Mark for most of the race as we were running at the same pace we were doing great
up till half way (7:28) for the first 43 miles. After that the weather turned for a couple
of hours (thunder lightning) and so did the underfoot terrain, it goes from woodland
and soft'ish trails to hard packed chalk and gravel. First the hard terrain did my foot in
(I really started struggling to run the last 20 miles). Then running into the early hours
plays with you mentally and just makes you tired. I ended up walking the from the
last check point (6 miles) and I could not even muster enough will power to try and
get under 20 hours. (well done to my running pal Mark, as he did). In hindsight I am
very pleased with my effort and I will probably go back next year for more
punishment.
Ian Ruck (1st September)
Ben Nevis Race done and dusted this
afternoon in 02:25, perhaps hoped for a
little quicker but difficult to judge how much
to hold back as a first timer (decent seems
so much shorter) and boy was weather
rough on summit plateau!

Antony Clark (19th August)
Well done Rob Hicks who came 12th in the
32 mile Roseland August Trail on Saturday
http://www.roselandaugusttrail.co.uk/ —
with Rob Hicks.
See also Tilly’s race report of the 11 mile
White trail of the same event
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Mark Wilkins
Is anyone thinking of running the Black
Mountains fell race on Sept 29th? I ran it
last year and loved it. The website hasn't
been updated, but the details are the same
as last year.
http://www.mynydddu.org.uk/?page_id=172

Jonathan Gledson
IMO the best all round off road shoes you can
get. Now going cheap at wiggle sizes 8 – 12
Mizuno Wave Harrier 3 Shoes SS12
The Mizuno Wave Harrier 3 is a fast, low profile,
lightweight trail runner.

Rob Hicks (July)
After more ups and downs than a decent Thursday
training run we finally move this Friday. I hope to
say good bye to lots of you in person on Thursday. I
will be out. When next heading SW get in touch, I
have a spare bed or two and Dartmoor is 10 mins
run up the road. Thanks for the memories, mud and
beer (which blurs some of the memories of the
mud). Keep on Rough Running x
Bye Rob – we all miss you! (Ed)
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TACH Tuesday Runs
The Tuesday runs from the Greenway Centre in Southmead are an ideal way to find
out your level of fitness and to improve your performance. The format of 5K plus hill
reps and speed work provides a reasonably gentle basic framework interspersed with
bursts of effort at your own level. Some people find these sessions harder than
Thursday runs, but others find them a gentle route back from injury. It all depends on
what you want to put into it.
The routes began as an exploration of the green spaces in Bristol 10 that were
threatened by Bristol City Council's plan to sell off green spaces in deprived areas to
pay for improvements to parks in more affluent areas. This evolved into a series of 5K
routes due to a request from Jan at Sweatshop at David Lloyd off Greystoke Avenue.
Having created a set of basic routes, it seemed a shame not to use them ourselves!
CB

Editor’s Note: see also the training run list on pages 28-29
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CINDY’S PIX
You may have noticed that Cindy is an ace with the camera function of her iPhone –
here is a selection of her shots from training runs & TACH races recently.
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THE ART OF RUNNING WORKSHOPS WITH MALCOLM BALK
No escape from improvement once
you start!
Running coach and co-author with
Andrew Shields of Master the Art of
Running Malcolm Balk comes to
Bristol twice a year to coach runners of
all abilities and experience.
“Natural running” is becoming more
and more popular as an ever
increasing number of runners are
convinced that injury need not be an
inevitable consequence of their
training.
Coaches, sports scientists, and shoe
manufacturers are converging on the
idea that there is a better, healthier
way of running which is much more
like the way we run barefoot. And
quite a few runners are exploring the
idea of kicking off their shoes.
Minimalist shoes are replacing heavily
built up trainers as runners seek to emulate the efficiency of elite athletes. But there is much
more to learning a better way of running than either buying a pair of state-of-the-art shoes,
taking off your shoes, or for that matter changing from heel striking to landing more on your
midfoot. Runners of all abilities, but especially experienced ones, often need help either in
letting go of old habits or in how to avoid replacing one set of bad habits with another.
If you are a runner looking to avoid getting injured or to improve your performance, then
attending a Malcolm Balk workshop is an ideal way to set you off on the right track.
The Art of Running workshops are based on the principles of the Alexander Technique, which
encourage good use of the body and greater awareness of the way it functions. Malcolm Balk
is a Level 4 athletics coach, certified Pose Method instructor and a world expert on Alexander
Technique and running. These practical workshops are ideal for runners of all ages and levels
of fitness and experience. Malcolm uses video analysis for ‘before and after’ study and you
will going away with the skills you need to become a better and healthier runner.
The next workshop in Bristol is on Saturday 13 October 2012. To find out more please
call Susannah on 0117 946 6742 or get in touch via the contact form
Get some tips from Malcolm.
For more information and details about other workshops held in the UK and Europe visit the
Art of Running website.
You might also be interested in: running sessions with Susannah Baker in Bristol, and
the second Sunday running club
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THE PERILS OF TICK BITES
You know that talk that Turtle gives at the start of TACH races – the “Tick talk”?
Along the lines of – watch out for ticks, they can be nasty, do inspect carefully after
your run.
Well actually it really matters. Here is what happened to 2 TACH members this
Summer – info nicked from Facebook. Thankfully both Chris and Claire are now
declared clear – the antibiotics did the trick!
Chris Bloor
Bullseye rash (Editor’s
note: a sure sign of a tick
bite, which might lead to
Lyme’s disease.)
Which lead to the following
very informative exchange
on Facebook between Jim
Plumkett-Cole and Claire
Rees on 31 July….
Claire Rees I officially
have Lyme Disease, from
the run 2 weeks ago. Didn't
even see the damn thing!
On strong antibiotics but
have bad rash and pins and
needles. Go to the doctor!!
Jim Plunkett-Cole Can I ask where you both picked up the tick? Also how many mg
of Doxy are you taking per day...and for how long are you taking it? As to clear Lymes
you need a sufficiently high level of the antibios, and taken for the growth lifecycle of
the bug...as the antibios only work during a certain stage of the growth cycle of the
bug.
Claire Rees It
was on the
Marshfield run for
me.
(Editor’s note –
one of our
muddiest ever!! –
the pic here
really doesn’t do
it justice.)
I never saw the
tick but I had
loads of mud on
my legs for a couple of hours after the run, then scrubbed my legs when I got home,
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so must have dislodged it then. Had a mark but thought nothing of it until Sunday
when I woke up to a huge bullseye rash, fever, fatigue... Got 100mg tablets, but
because I was abroad at the time the doctor only gave me a week's worth, and have
to get bloods done tomorrow morning. V frustrating as at first he didn't believe me!
Anyhow now I have the pins n needles all over and don't know if it's the drugs or
Lyme doing it. Damn running!!!
Jim Plunkett-Cole Interesting...when I got the Lymes from the Mendips...i did much
research into the disease. The fact you didn't notice it for a few hours is v consistent
with transfer of the bug...as they generally are on you for at least 90 mins before
regurgitating the bug into you following a feed. The burning bullseye rash normally
appears some 10 days after being bitten...and this was exactly the case with me. Was
the rash burning? It's v noticeable! However, the research says that its not always 10
days, sometimes more and sometimes less. Some people dont even get the rash...but
the fever with the rash...fever like flu...is quite symptomatic. As for the bloods...there
is no point in doing them in my view, as if you have only just been bitten, then it is
highly unlikely that the bug will show up just yet. So they will prob say you are
fine...but that may well not be the case. Like you...my GP didn't believe me...and
interestingly...he treated me for a Horsefly bite...with 100mg of Doxy...for a week.
However, come the Monday he had done his googlesearch...and was treating me for
Lymes.
Claire Rees That's what the doctor I saw must have done - he said it was an allergic
reaction to a plant, went off home and clearly googled it because he was back in an
hour with a prescription. The rash woke me up because of the burn, it's still spreading
as well. Hoping I will get more drugs tomorrow, not the best time of year for it mind
as they make me hypersensitive to the sun!! Good thing I live in Bristol...
So beware – and check your legs carefully after a run!

**********
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Race Reports
June Jaunts by Chris Smart
The Severn Challenge – 215 miles in 5 days along the Severn Way, the
longest riverside route in Britain. What made me do it? I have been
interested in having a crack at a multi-day stage race for a while now
and up popped the details of this one when I was looking for
something else on the web. Two factors made me send off my entry –
the realisation that, with my advancing years, I can’t just keep
procrastinating and the role that the river has played in my life, as for
85% of those advancing years I have lived within a few miles of the
Severn.
Twenty-one of us set off to the Source of the Severn on May 31st. I
was pleased to reach the Source nearly 40 years after my first
attempt, which had failed when a group of us got lost in thick fog. The
first day’s route was 26.5 miles and, though most of it was spent in
At the Source
light rain, everyone was in good spirits at the overnight camp (with the
exception of the first retiree who had injured herself after just a few miles). This was the first
time I noticed that I was the only one who had adhered to the request to keep the bag that
was transported between camps to about 30 litres – everyone else had sandals or dry shoes
but I resorted to the Mountain Marathon trick of dry socks in plastic bags in wet shoes.

Day 2 Campsite

For Day 2 (The Hafren Ultra) we were split into two groups, the first
setting off at 07:00 and the second, into which I scraped, starting at
08:00. Before long Dave, who I had run with for the second half of
day 1, and I were left behind, which suited us as we stuck to our
pacing schedule - walking the hills and running the flats and downs
where it was hilly; running for 15 minutes then walking for 5 on the
flat. By mid-morning the sun was out but the temperature remained
comfortable all day. An attractive route took us through Newtown
and along the Shropshire Union Canal through Welshpool; we joined
Offa’s Dyke for a while before leaving Wales behind. Dave and I
completed the 44.5 miles in just less than 10 hours and the evening
in camp was very pleasant – the only time when the camp chairs were
used to sit outside the tents and when I managed to get a massage to
help the old legs.

Day 3 (The Severn Path Ultra) saw three start times at
hourly intervals from 06:00. I set off in the middle group
and we soon got back into the same routine as the day
before. Once through Shrewsbury, the route headed south
for the first time. I continued to run with Dave and we
overtook the first of the early starters and were overtaken
by the first of the late starters (who hadn’t done the
previous two days) around the first checkpoint at 14 miles.
Lots of lovely riverbank running was interspersed with
pretty towns like Ironbridge and Bridgnorth. Dave and I
had been looking out for a kingfisher for many miles of
Day 3 Start
riverbank and in the afternoon I was finally rewarded with
that flash of brilliant blue as one sped from its perch – alas, Dave missed it. Evening arrived
with the rain and the onset of increasing levels of pain in my blistering feet and Dave’s legs
and feet. For the last 20 miles we were joined by Yin-Hai who had started an hour before us
but was now going well. At one point Dave and Yin-Hai got a fair way ahead of me and I had
to resort singing made-up mantras such as ‘keep on running, you’ve just got to go, if you start
walking, it just makes you slow’ and ‘the pain’s the same if you walk or you run, so keep on
running and have some fun’ - creativity is not great after 50 miles but it had the desired effect
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and I caught them up and we did the last 5 miles together, finishing just after 22:30 (60 miles
in 15hours 31mins). Dave decided that he would not continue the next day and I got into my
sleeping bag thinking that if my feet didn’t feel a bit better next morning, I’d jack it in too.
When I got up and headed in search of breakfast on Day 4, my feet felt a bit better and I
resolved to continue and take on the Severn Way Ultra. After porridge, toast and a sausage
sandwich, followed by a bout of applying blister plasters and tape to the feet, I didn’t feel too
bad and the first four of the remaining five Severn Challenge competitors set out at 07:00.
The other two early starters pushed on after a few miles and I ran with Yin-Hai, the only lady
left in the race – the rain hung around most of the morning but we made steady progress.
Justin, the Royal Marine who won the Severn Challenge, overtook us at about 14 miles, not far
behind a few guys who had entered just the Severn Way Ultra. As we approached the third
checkpoint in Tewkesbury after 24 miles, the sun came out to such an extent that I dug out
my cap and took off my waterproof jacket. That was a mistake – within half an hour the rain
was back. We passed the new Haw Bridge – the previous one was destroyed by a barge just
before my Dad was going to drive over it, with me in the van, when I was 3.
At checkpoint 4 (35miles), my sister-in-law and nephews were
waiting to cheer us on but the boost that that provided was
soon deflated by the seemingly interminable floodbank south of
Gloucester. The Severn Bore whooshed upstream at one point
and provided an all-too-brief distraction from the strife between
legs and mind. We reached checkpoint 5 at 22:20 and found
another Severn Challenge competitor (also called Chris) sitting
in the minibus – he had got so cold getting there that Steve, the
organiser, would not let him proceed alone. The campsite at
the end of the stage was less than two miles down the road but
at this point the Severn does a massive loop, so there was still
over ten miles of the route to complete. The temptation to just
head for the campsite was immense but we all resolved to head
on to checkpoint 6 at the far end of the loop. So, after wolfing
down some hot noodles and each putting a space blanket
beneath our fleeces for an extra layer of insulation, we headed
The run into CP4
out into the night. The going was slow – Chris couldn’t run
because his knee was so painful, the long stop in the minibus
had brought the feeling back into my feet and Yin-Hai had no option but to stay with us. The
temperature in the minibus had shown 6 degrees but when we got onto the exposed floodbank
along northern side of the loop, with a northerly gale blasting the rain horizontally across our
path, if felt closer to 0 degrees – a far cry from the balmy June evening of day 2! Eventually
the rain was on our backs and we met Steve at the checkpoint – just the trek back along the
slightly less exposed southern side of the loop to complete. We finally completed the 59 miles
of stage 4 in 19 hours 49 minutes. Fortunately the farmer had allowed the camp to be set up
in a barn, so we were out of the rain to eat some hot food and get into dry clothes. I got into
my sleeping bag just after 03:30.
Day 5. At 06:30 the competitors who had completed
stage 4 quicker than us started to get up and there was
no way to sleep any longer. After some breakfast and an
extended session patching the feet, there was little time
to pack up before we were being readied for the off at
08:00. I managed to run most of the 8 miles to the first
checkpoint but after that the pace slowed as the feet
deteriorated. I adapted the regime from earlier days to
‘plod 15 mins, hobble 5 mins’ and gradually the last two
of all the bridges over the River Severn crept closer.
Steve met me half way between the two bridges and
accompanied me to the finish at Severn Beach, where
there was quite a crowd – my wife Liz, the other four
Severn Challenge finishers (Justin had finished nearly 4
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hours before me, so it was good of him to hang around), a couple of competitors who had
dropped out on Day 3 and a few family members of the others. Liz and I had to make a
detour to Worcester for the presentations but it was worth it as I received trophies as Men’s
Veteran Champion for the Hafren Ultra, the Severn Way Ultra, the Severn Path Ultra and the
overall Severn Challenge.
Thanks to the Queen, I
was able to lie on the sofa
with my feet up all day on
5th June. I hobbled in to
work in sandals on the
next day but as my right
foot was still pretty
swollen on Thursday, Liz
insisted on taking me to
the doctor, who gave me
a precautionary
prescription. I didn’t
really want to take
antibiotics but as my foot
was still swelling when I
walked on it, I succumbed
and started swallowing
them on Sunday. On
Wednesday, I could get
my shoes on OK but the
foot was still quite sore
and the marathon entry I had for Sunday was looking like a waste. But then on Thursday
there was great improvement, on Friday I was walking almost normally and on Saturday the
marathon was back on (I hate waste!).
The Maraisthon eco-marathon, based in the delightful village of Coulon in the Marais Poitevin
region of France, was great. The eco bit derives from the organisers’ focus on carbon
offsetting, electric vehicles and organic produce – cancelled out by the flights to La Rochelle in
our case, I must admit. Saturday night’s organic pasta party, with entertainment from a
rockabilly band, was excellent. The route is two laps but, as quite a bit of it is on tracks and
boardwalks alongside the numerous rivers and canals of Green Venice (as this area is known),
it is very pleasant – it’s lack of ascent would make it good for anyone aiming for a PB. There
were plenty of water stations, several of which provided ravitaillement in the form of pieces of
cake, flapjack, banana, dried apricots, sweets and much more. I ran with our friend Mary and,
as names were printed on the numbers, we were often greeted with ‘bravo Marree, bravo
Chreess’.
The race started at 08:30 but it got pretty hot by the time we were on the second lap and we
finished in 4hrs 35:46. With just under 500 runners, I think it is a nice size for a marathon
and I would recommend it if you fancy a flat run somewhere a bit different. There is also a
10k race and a 15k walk, so it caters for range of levels of activity on a weekend away.

**********
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Karin and Mark head up to Shropshire by Mark Wilkins
The Over the Edge Marathon was organised as part of the Much Wenlock
Olympian Society: they seem very keen to claim that the modern Olympics
are a British invention. Well, I wasn’t going to get embroiled in a huge
international discussion – I was just there for the marathon. The race was
all off road, and followed the Wenlock Edge from Craven Arms to Much
Wenlock. They promised hills and mud, so that got me interested.
The race was a straight out route; the runners were bussed to the start and then we ran back
to our cars in Much Wenlock. This was great in principle, but they dropped us off so early I
hadn’t had time to eat breakfast and we stood around waiting for ages. Luckily I was there to
provide entertainment by producing a container of cereal that I proceeded to drop on the floor,
scoop up and eat dry. This wasn’t the plan I hasten to add; I was just being a bit clumsy.
Jonathan Edwards the genial triple jumper had been dragged in to start the race and he
performed his duties admirably by chatting to all of the runners while we all wandered around
whiling away the time.
A short speech from Jonners, and away we went. I
hadn’t run a marathon before, had trained very
little, and had no idea about the terrain – hence a
rather cautious approach at the beginning.
However, I got into my stride on the first steep
climb, and on the really sloppy path on the ridge
started to show the locals a thing or two about offroad racing.
Meanwhile, some miles further on at the halfway
point, Karin was starting the half marathon,
determined to enjoy the course. The chase was on.
Back to the marathon; I was plugging along quite sweetly and taking full advantage of the
excellent marshalling. At the half way point they offered flapjack which I was looking forward
to, but when it was handed up to me it was really dry and crumbly – the only way I could eat
it was to squeeze the crumbs into a ball and take small mouthfuls at a time – it was like eating
soil, but when needs must…
The second half was enlivened by running with a chap from Telford – he had run a lot of races,
and kept the conversation going by hurling expletives at anything. We started picking off the
slower half marathon runners as we approached a section he had been warned about – a
disused railway line that crept uphill for about 5 miles. It just went on and on. The pace
stepped up almost invisibly until the two of us were gunning it at a 10k pace – someone had to
crack. I did. I just couldn’t hold him and away he went never to be seen again. It didn’t
matter, as I had enough on my mind – I was pre-occupied with the realisation that my legs are
fine for 22 miles but after that they seem to lose all strength. Well, it was just a question of
gritting the teeth and finishing.
I am quite good at judging distances now, and thought that the last bit dragged on. Much
Wenlock started to come into view and so I knew that there was only a mile to go; imagine my
surprise when I saw a marker announcing two miles left. Still, 2 miles is like running from my
house to Ashton Court – easy.
Suddenly I saw Karin ahead on the other side of the field which caused me to speed up
dramatically. I chased her down, and we actually shared a travelling hug as I pulled past her.
Around the corner, with that awful feeling you get at the end of races when you think it will
never end, and then suddenly into an unexpectedly massive crowd. One last sprint into the
churchyard to finish next to the grave of William Penny - Brookes, the founder of the modern
Olympics.
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The organiser then told me that the course was actually 27.2 miles, which explained the long
drawn out finish. He said that it was better to be
over than under. Ok, whatever.
Rather enjoyably, they had made an Olympic style
podium, and Jonathan Edwards handed out the
prizes – with a good clap for fastest MV50 and
sixth place overall. I felt that he was a bit overawed to meet me to be honest, but I soon put him
at his ease.
Overall, an excellent event, and some challenging
terrain. Sadly it was designed to be a one-off for
the Olympic year, so I can’t go back and run it
again. My only gripe was that there were loads of
photos taken and published, and although there were quite a few of the vivacious lady who
won most of the women’s prizes, there is no record of me running let alone getting a prize.
There was even an hour long video made and despite the small field you can’t even see a tiny
bit of me. Perhaps I never ran it…
Bum or waist?
I was stung into writing this piece at the Portcullis the other week when people seemed
genuinely entertained by my kit choice. Hopefully my reasoning will enlighten you all.
Now, I might generally look as if I have dressed in whatever was closest to hand, but actually
most equipment and clothing choices are the result of hours of agonised decision making.
Imagine my distress therefore when I ran the Llanbedr-Blaenavon fell race and realised that
Aldi running rucksacks just don’t cut it. OK, you don’t go any faster with a fancy rucksack, but
you don’t get ex-communicated by the running world. I decided that some of my hard-earned
was going to need to be spent on some more up to date kit.
Waist pack or rucksack? This simple question has
tormented runners ever since Joss Naylor wrapped an
old sack round his waist, filled it with sandwiches,
some hob-nailed boots and a sheepdog, and set off to
break all fell running records in one long run. I have
looked around at the start of fell races and noticed
that the rock-hard winning types have a waist pack
the size of the Borrowers – how they get all the
compulsory kit in there I don’t know. I can only
assume that when a compass is specified they pack
one of those tiny things you could get in the sole of
your Clarks Commando’s (this will only be understood by blokes of advanced age), and that a
fully taped waterproof is actually a tape-recording of someone rustling an anorak. Looking
toward the back of the field you will see the opposite; chaps strapped into packs that bear so
many tubes and bladders that they look like an irrigation system. You are reminded of the
Pompidou building. Runners stand there with gels mounted on the outside of their packs as if
they are scared they are going to leak, and just occasionally you see the odd nutter with a
hand held bottle. I often chuckle to myself when I see rather portly competitors standing
lashed into the latest Raidlight Marathon de Sable rig, and all for a twenty minute romp up the
local hill.
Anyway, the reason for all this preamble was to provide a context for my choices. Rucksack?
OMM Last Drop. Yes, yes, I know everyone in the club has one, but they are gratifyingly bijou,
and have some excellent features. First is the mystifying name. I looked inside and the last
drop was gone; it was all dry. Don’t make the mistake I did of phoning up Sweatshop and
enquiring about the OMM Long Drop, and then being forced to explain that the long drop is the
name people apply to outdoor toilets in New Zealand. The next feature it has is the removable
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pad that can become a foamy bed for the mouse you have kindly brought along. The best
feature though, is the whistle built into the chest strap. This can be blown into at any juncture
to provide entertainment for your wife. Mine particularly enjoyed my whistling as she lurched,
terrified, up the Alps in a cable car.
I was worried that the Last Drop was going to bounce around when half full as it has no
compression straps. This is solved by making sure that you fill the bag up with everything
from your wife’s bag so that it is taut and nothing shakes about.
The one thing it lacks is a waist pocket for the storage of Everton mints. I feel that this is a
real mistake, as surely it isn’t possible to perform at one’s best without sweeties.
Bumbag? Inov-8 Race-pac 3. Spotted on the waist of many of those terrifying speedy types
who look as if they are chiselled from mahogany. Handily it has some neat compression straps
that render the pack tight regardless of what is in it. Guaranteed not to bounce, it shares the
claims of Karin’s sports bras. Again no sweetie compartment, but I guess real hard fell
runners just pluck moss from the path.
Comedy waist pack? Surely the SPI belt. So small that it qualifies as nano-technology; it can
then expand by magic to contain keys, phones, wallets, sandwiches and even the new Smart
car. I ran a race wearing it, and forgot I had it on until I found a worrying lump while in the
shower many hours later.
But hang on, I hear you all cry – what about water, the bane of all carrying systems? We all
know that real fell runners are kept moist from the mouths of swallows and are able to absorb
moisture through their feet as they glide through bogs, but we lesser mortals need to carry our
Ribena in something. I did look at bladder systems, but try weighing them, even when empty!
What a price to pay for being too damn lazy to unscrew a bottle top! No, I have hit upon the
perfect answer- folding water bottles from the 99p store in Weston! They mould to your
shape, and don’t slosh around when you run. Perfect.
So, shortest runs, SPI belt. Longer runs, Race- Pack 3, and for great long tramps when you
need to stick to the FRA rules about carrying the kitchen sink, the Last Drop. All field-tested in
the Alps, and guaranteed to maximise your performance.
Alternatively, you could always get someone to drive alongside and hand out supplies – after
all that is what they do in the Tour de France. You won’t see Bradley Wiggins toddling along
with Karrimor’s finest on his back, and Lance surely needed someone to carry his drugs. No?
OK, in that case I have a fine Aldi running pack for sale; broken zip, only 15 years old, and
veteran of many music festivals. You don’t see quality like this very often.

**********
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Night Time Green Man Challenge by Luke Taylor
This year Luke Taylor and Alex Foster – both specialist ultra runners, as you
may have gathered –completed the first ever Green Man Challenge at night!
And it was just a training run – are they barking or what?
"With the London Marathon out of the way, and the 60 mile Ultra Trail South
West (UTSW) upcoming in June, I needed to find an excuse to put in a
decent long training run to get my legs ready for some serious endurance.
Preparing for ultras is all about getting time on your feet. One good long training session can
really help set-up the legs for an ultra race.
So it was, that some discussion within TACH about possibly taking on the 45 mile Green Man
Challenge, but at night, became a reality.
I chose a date that was 4 weeks out from UTSW, and was lucky to get a clear and balmy night.
Alex Foster, fellow TACH member, also undertaking UTSW (and needing a long run)
accompanied me, which was a relief because, without Alex, I would have got hopelessly lost,
and also pretty spooked on my own.
We set-out at 10pm from Brunel's Suspension Bridge and headed through Ashton Court and on
up to Dundry.
Alex and I knew that there would be few options to take-on extra liquid or nutrition, so I was
carrying about 2.5 litres of water, a bottle of Lucozade Sport and assorted gels and bars. All in
all this made for a very heavy back pack - All extra training I supposed!
The Green Man Challenge was kind to us that night. Yes we were hampered by long grass,
stinging nettles and brambles, but we were also treated to clear and starry skies, warm
weather and pretty much ideal conditions under-foot.
Despite these good conditions, Alex and I found the latter stages of the challenge a real
struggle. Alex was having knee issues, and I was suffering from a lack of energy and some
calf-pain.
During the last section from Blaise Castle, we resorted to setting targets (that next tree) to
shuffle to before we started to walk again. We certainly didn't feel like hardened ultra runners More like some sort of has-been Ramblers, well past our best. Still, we made it in the end.
The first night time Green Man Challenge was completed in 10 hours.
I was glad to get this out of the way. Next on to UTSW..."

**********
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Roseland August Trail 2012 by Tilly Shaw
On Friday August 17th I scampered home from work, collected Race Support and the camping
kit and we set off on the long road to Cornwall, arriving in St Austell just after 9pm. The
Roseland August Trail (RAT) is based at an outdoor activity centre so there is plenty of space
to camp, hot showers and proper toilets. The site fits up to 500 people and different running
clubs had established friendly enclaves at various points across the field. There was also
decent runner-friendly food on sale until late into the night.
Early next day we were woken up by a cheerful man with a loudhailer, briefing the 32-mile
“Black route” runners ahead of their 7am coach departure. The 20-mile runners left at 9:30am
and suddenly the campsite felt a bit empty, with only me and the other “White route” 11milers waiting for our turn.
The mist that had shrouded the campsite overnight
lifted briefly to reveal a wide sea view, before
frequent heavy rain-showers drove everyone into
the marquee. Eventually our briefing began, and we
climbed on board two big buses.
The RAT route is simply to follow the South West
Coast path in an easterly direction until you get
back to the race village. The three race distances
therefore all run along the same course but start
progressively nearer to the finish line. The longest
class, 32 miles, starts at St Anthony’s Head. The 20
mile route starts at Portloe and the 11 mile route
starts from the beach in Gorran Haven. As we
waited to start, the ultra runners and twenty- milers
were trickling through the village and we gave them
a big cheer.
The race got under way with a steep climb up out of
the village and onto our first stretch of proper
coastpath. The clouds and rain had lifted and the
views along the coast were amazing- however the
ground was still very slippery after the rain so there
wasn’t much chance to look. My Innov8s felt like
road shoes - it was really hard to get a good
purchase. The coast path is very narrow and hugs
the cliff edge for most of the way -when I eventually I did lose my grip, it turned into a flash
decision between falling into a patch of nettles, or into the sea. I’ve never been so pleased to
see nettles before!
About four miles in, we descended into the little Cornish harbour town of Mevagissey, where
we had to navigate our way through hordes of ice-cream wielding holidaymakers before finding
the coast path out of the village. At this point I hadn’t seen anyone I recognised, but as I
rounded the harbour someone clearly shouted “Go TACH!” Having cricked my neck the week
before, I wasn’t able to look back and see who it was, so if you are reading this - thank you, it
was a real boost.
The coast path doesn’t really have any flat spots, as it climbs out of one inlet and descends to
the next. Each hill is quite short but they get progressively steeper and those lovely irregular
wooden steps became more and more frequent. After half way, I adopted a strategy of
climbing for thirty breaths, walking to the peak, and then running on to the next hill. It was
really hot by now and I was grateful that hats and water had been mandatory kit.
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Given the topography, my notional target of 9-minute miles was obviously a bit ambitious. I
eventually arrived back at the Race Village in 2 hours 15 minutes, pleased with my steady
performance but disappointed with my overall pace. The realisation that I had finished in 21st
place put the terrain into perspective, and made me feel better. But by now there was music
blaring, and a real party atmosphere. It was only then that I bumped into Rob, fresh from his
5hr 36min 12th place success on the 32 mile route. After a quick catch up it was on to the
Tribute-sponsored bar, to find that the beer had already been drunk dry. Later, as the
Teignmouth Trotters hit the dance floor in front of the live band, it became obvious where it
had all gone.
Quite a few TACHers planned to run this race but unfortunately only myself and Rob actually
made to the start line. I would definitely recommend it and it would be a great to have a TACH
enclave at the race village next year. The event is cheap, well organised and challenging
enough to make the drive worthwhile. And those Teignmouth Trotters seriously need some
competition on the dance floor.

**********
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Ras y Gader 2012
Jonathan and Ian like running up and down mountains. Here are shots of their race of Cader
Idris on 26th May 2012.
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And if you’ve forgotten how it works:
remember Alex’s instructions:
Click on this link http://goo.gl/0a4Km to access
the spreadsheet
Championship
Update
There are 3 tabs in the bottom left hand corner

After his exploits on the Severn Challenge, Chris Smart seems to hold an unassailable
lead
in theyou
Club
Championship
after all, he
did bag
cool
60name
points
Points - This
is where
enter
your weekly –
accumulated
points,
justafind
you
onthat
the week. But
knows?
else
can you
come
up on
thebox.
blind
and
pip him before
left and thewho
relevant
weekMaybe
accroossomeone
the top and
enter
points
in the
Noside
need
to save
the end
of the year – could it be you?
as this is done
automatically.
Leaderboard
ThisSeptember,
automatically
updates,
so latest
you can
see you position.
On- 13
this
was the
position:
Rules - Follow this in order to add up you
1 points.
Chris Smart
2
Jayne King
3
Cathy Fagg
4
Mark Vogan
5
Sam Edwards
6
Cindy Crossland
7
Andy Fagg
8
Lucien Campbell-Kemp
9
Luke Taylor
10 Tilly Shaw
11 Helen King
12 Antony Clark
13 Jonathan Gledson
14 Rachel Foyle
15 Sue Baic
16 Chrissie Kelly
17 Robert Hicks
18 Chris Bloor
19 Peter Kennedy
20 John McDonough
21 David Giles
22 Ian Ruck
23 Sara Vogan
24 Mark Wilkins

296
216
206
197
196
192
180
176
176
173
130
83
74
52
30
23
20
15
15
13
8
8
8
3

*********
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TACH Race Diary: 21 May – 30 December 2012:
Championship races in Green
Date

Race

Distance

Saturday,
Sept 15,
2012
Sunday,
Sept 16,
2012
Sunday,
Sept 23,
2012

mountaintrailchallenge

20 or 30
miles

The
Melksham 10

10 miles

Malmesbury
Half Marathon

Sunday,
Sept 30,
2012

Comments

13.1k

http://www.mo
untain-trailchallenge.com
http://www.sta
mpedesports.c
o.uk
http://www.mal
mesburyhalfm
arathon.co.uk

King Alfreds
Torment

7 miles

http://www.yeo
viltownrrc.com

OFF ROAD - 7 torturous miles of hills, tracks,& paths

Bristol Half
Marathon

13.1 miles

http://www.run
bristol.com/

ROAD - Around Bristol City

http://hogweed
muggles.co.uk
/

MULTI TERRAIN - Challenging, Hilly, but very Scenic Multi Terrain
Race.

http://www.bur
nham-on-seaharriers.com/

ROAD

Saturday,
Oct06,
2012

Hogweed
Major Muggle

15.9 Miles

Sunday,
Oct 07,
2012

Burnham-onSea Half
Marathon

13.1

Men's Health
Survival of
the Fittest
Saturday,
Oct 13,
2012

Cotswold
Race the
Train

Sunday,
Oct 14,
2012

Beckington
10K
Marshfield
Mudlark 11K
Mendip
Muddle
Warminster
RC Forest 10

Thursday,
Oct 18,
2012
Sunday,
Oct 21,
2012

Website

Weston Prom
5 - Race 2 of
9
Stourhead
Fresh Air
Devizes Half
Marathon

Sunday,
Oct 28,
2012

Portishead
multi-terrain

Saturday,
Nov 03,
2012

Ghouls &
Spirit-Hill
Night Run

10k

14 miles

10K

11K

20K

10 miles

5Miles

5K

13.1 Miles

5K or 10K

12K
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http://www.mh
survival.co.uk/
http://www.cot
swoldcare.org.
uk/train/index.
php
http://www.bec
kingtontennis.
co.uk/
http://www.cor
shamrunningcl
ub.co.uk
http://www.we
stonac.co.uk/
mendipmuddle
/

OFF ROAD - The MTC Challenge is not a race but a challenge
against your own personal best
ROAD - Certified measured course, run through the heart of
Wiltshire including the historic village of Lacock.
ROAD - Course run in the historic town of Malmesbury

MULTI TERRAIN – Tough and engaging obstacles throughout the
course

MULTI TERRAIN – race a train!

ROAD – undulating
MULTI TERRAIN - scenic run around the village of Marshfield
across fields and lanes

MULTI TERRAIN - Set in the stunning scenery of the Mendip hills,

http://warminst
errc.org.uk

MULTI TERRAIN - challenging but enjoyable, scenic race through
Longleat Estate.

http://www.we
stonac.co.uk/p
romrun

ROAD – Multiple laps

http://www.eco
fitness.co.uk/

MULTI TERRAIN - Route that will take you through the stunning
Stourhead estate Mere

http://www.eve
ntslogicuk.com

ROAD – Town and rural on a challenging course

http://www.por
tisheadrunning
club.co.uk

MULTI TERRAIN – Undulating

http://www.eve
ntslogicuk.com

OFF ROAD - open fields, trails, woodland areas and water passing
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Sunday,
Nov 04,
2012

The Bog &
Bryn
Challenge

20K

12K
Over the Hills
Sunday,
Nov 11,
2012

Sodbury Slog

Sunday,
Nov 18,
2012

Mo Run
Cardiff

8.5Miles

White Horse
Gallop
Sunday,
Nov 25,
2012

The TBAS
Castle Combe
Chilly
Trionium
Bath Hilly
Half

Sunday,
Dec 02,
2012

Full Monty
Cute

Sunday,
Dec 09,
2012

Christmas
Cracker

Sunday,
Dec 23,
2012

Wellington
Monument
Race

Sunday,
Dec 30,
2012

SEVEN SINS
CHALLENGE

10K

5Miles
10K

13.1 Miles

10 Miles

10K

6.2Miles

7Miles
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http://www.fac
ebook.com/Fai
rwaterRunners
BogandBrynC
hallenge

MULTI TERRAIN - very tough amd scenic

http://avonvall
eyrunners.org.
uk/

MULTI TERRAIN - Wonderful scenery and a very friendly race

http://www.sod
buryslog.co.uk
http://www.thef
ixevents.com/c
ontent/the10k-mo-runcardiff/

OFF ROAD – muddy

ROAD

http://www.sta
mpedesports.c
o.uk

OFF ROAD - climb up to the top of Westbury White Horse

http://www.db
max.co.uk/eve
nts

ROAD

http://www.trio
nium.com/bath
hillyhalf

MULTI TERRAIN - A tough two-lap course with over 500m of ascent
and descent.

http://www.full
montycute.btc
k.co.uk
http://www.we
stonac.co.uk/c
hristmascrack
er/

MULTI TERRAIN - 10 Hills in 10 miles

MULTI TERRAIN - Flat, on tarmac and beach

http://www.wel
lingtonmonum
entrace.co.uk/

MULTI TERRAIN - Route climbs up and circles the Wellington
Monument

http://www.sev
ensinsrun.com

OFF ROAD - Seven Tough Hills over Seven Miles of Beautiful Forest
Trails
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Race Results For TACH Members
May - September 2012
Tyntesfield 10k
24/5/12 356 runners
Name
Time
Chris Cook
44;50
Mike Zeidler
48:10
Rachel Foyle
52:50
Graham Bazley
54:06
Chris Smart
55:25
Joanna Woodgate
58:34
Andy Fagg
59:24
Cathy Fagg
59:29
Debbie Evans
1:09:23
Jayne King
1:14:57
Sam Edwards
1:15:00

Position
31
63
136
153
175
208
218
220
314
338
339

Cader Idris Fell Race 10.5 miles
26/5/12 237 runners
Name
Time
Position
Ian Ruck
1:57:38
53
Jonathan Gledsno
2:03:42
77
Blaise Blazer 4 miles
28/5/12 94 runners
Name
Time
Peter Brown
29:07
Cathy Fagg
33:53

Position
36
70

Severn Challenge
30/5/12 – 3/6/12 19 runners (5 finishers)
Name
Day
Time
Position
Chris Smart
1
5h 16m
7
Chris Smart*
2
9h 54m
5
Chris Smart**
3
15h 31m
7
Chris Smart***
4
19h 49m
5
Chris Smart
5
8h 9m
7
Chris Smart****
All 5
58h 39m
4
*Mens Vet Hafren Champion
** Mens Vet Severn Path Champion
*** Mens Vet Severn Path Champion
****Overall ‘7’ Vet Champion
Purdown Pursuit 10k
14/6/12 95 runners
Name
Time
Mark Vogan
50:38
Lucien Campbell-Kemp
55:45
Jayne King
73:47

Position
28
52
93

Beacon Batch Fell Race 5 miles
19/6/12 96 runners
Name
Time
Position
Jonathan Gledson
37:10
8
Peter Brown
43:34
50
Rough Running News

Editor’s Note: On 30 June, 30 TACH members
took part in the Cotswold Way Relay. There were
some excellent performances – Congratulations to
David Wayland for winning his leg, for instance.
Unfortunately the CWR website has been
suspended and the results are no longer accessible
– I imagine they will come back?
Over the Edge Marathon 26 miles
8/7//12 103 runners
Name
Time
Position
Mark Wilkins*
4:04:11
6
st
*1 MV50
Blaise Blazer 4miles
9/7/12 104 runners
Name
Time
Peter Brown
30:19
Burrington Blaster 10k
12/7/12 90 runners
Name
Time
Luke Taylor
41:40
Peter Brown
46:08
Rachel Foyle
47:05
Sam Edwards
50:16
Lucien Campbell-Kemp
63:20
Jon Smart
72:01
Claire Rees
72:22

Position
45

Position
19
42
48
163
84
89
90

GWR Towpath 10k
13/7/12 179 runners
Name
Time
Peter Kennedy
38:39
Joe Scaife
43:03

Position
15
52

Fan y Big 10 miles
14/7/12 113 runners
Name
Time
Jonathan Gledson
1:30:32

Position
18

Editor’s Note: 5 TACH members took part in the
GWR Mob Match 10k. I’ve searched high & low but
cannot locate the full results on the GWR website –
they seem to have only retained the results of their
own members - sorry, guys!
Snowdon Mountain Race
21/7/12 513 runners
Name
Time
Ian Ruck
1:37:41
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Dundry Thunder 10k
2/8/12 92 runners
Name
Time
Alex Foster
47:32
Luke Taylor
48:26
Peter Brown
54:01
Rachel Foyle
54:15
GWR Towpath 10k
3/8/12 140 runners
Name
Time
Joe Scaife
42:37

Position
15
21
44
46

Position
42

Exmoor Seaview 17+ miles
8/8//12 107 runners
Name
Time
Position
Rob Hicks
5:36:01
612
Cathy Fagg
3:50:47
69
Roseland August Trail Black Route 32miles
18/8//12 115 runners
Name
Time
Position
Rob Hicks
5:36:01
12
Roseland August Trail White Route 11 miles
18/8/12 96 runners
Name
Time
Position
Tilly Shaw
2:14:57
21
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Ridgeway Challenge 85 niles
25-26/8/12 114 runners (76 finishers)
Name
Time
Position
Alex Foster
20h 5m
20
Ben Nevis Race
1/9//12 457 runners
Name
Time
Ian Ruck
2:25:21

Position
243

Woodchester Park 8 miles
9/9//12 88 runners
Name
Time
Position
Cindy Crossland
1:11:27
47
Emma Postlethwaite
1:14:44
60
Cheddar Gorge Marathon 26 miles
9/9//12 57 runners
Name
Time
Position
Mark Wilkins
4:21:55
8
Cheddar Gorge Half Marathon 13 miles
9/9//12 66 runners
Name
Time
Position
Jim Plukett-Cole
2:22;35
38
Cheddar Gorge 10k
9/9//12 90 runners
Name
Time
David Wayland
48:25
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TACH Training runs September – December 2012
Training runs take place on Thursdays. Meet at 7:00 pm, run at 7:10 pm.
13thDate
September

Venue
The Blue
Flame,
West End, BS48
4DE
The Port of Call, 3
York Street, BS8
2YE
Market Inn, North
End Road, Yatton
BS49 4AL
Inn on the Green,
Gloucester Rd,
BS7 0PA
Almondsbury or
Tockington

7m*

Map
ST448690

Leader
Jason Pitcher

The Blue Comments
Flame is back let's support it

1m

ST573747

Turtle

Just off the top of
Whiteladies Road

12m

ST418672

Chris Smart

Don't be deceived by the
apparent lack of hills

3m

ST597774

Tbc

A short run before the AGM.

The Miners' Rest,
Providence Lane,
Long Ashton BS41
9DJ
White Hart, High
Street, Bitton
BS30 6HG
Hare on the Hill,
Dove St,
Kingsdown, BS2
8LX
Upton Inn at
Upton Cheney,
BS30 6LY
A pub in Clifton
Village

3m

ST538706

Luke

Real ale, rough cider and
plenty of hills

8m

ST680697

Pete Brown

Close to some classy
running country

1m

ST589740

Chris Bloor

The Civil War in 6,000 easy
steps

8m

ST692698

Helen

Bound to be a hilly one

Ian Ruck

A handicap race. Will the
last be first?

11m

ST582594

Judith

A new take on Blagdon Lake
and hills

29th
November

The Red Lion,
Bishops Sutton,
BS39 7NW
The Lord Nelson,
Cleeve BS49 4NR

7m

ST454655

Cindy

Goblin Combe in the autumn

6th
December

The Battleaxes,
Wraxall, BS48 1LQ

7m

ST496715

Andy

Cathy short run

20th Sept

27th
September
4th October

11th
October
18th
October

25th
October
1st
November

8th
November
15th
November
22nd
November

Alex Foster

3m

* = distance from Bristol

1. Chris Bloor has been leading regular Tuesday evening runs from the Greenway Centre
on Doncaster Road, Southmead. They are good fun, usually runs of around 5 to 6K but
interspersed with speed work and hill reps to take the total distance up to 5 miles or so.
The runs start on Tuesday evenings at 7.30pm and last for an hour. Watch for regular
Facebook postings for up to date details.
2. On Thursdays, short runs are often organized at short notice. And more of them are
needed! Its an easy way to start run leading and you get just as many championship
points. Contact the long run leader and let Luke know – he can include the information
in his weekly email.
***********
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